
Summer Season Off and Running 

We are now two events into the 2021 SGL Summer Season, having spent the last two weeks going up and down the hills 
of Lookout Mountain and Wickenburg Ranch.  Stat summaries are below.  Here are a few highlights and thoughts: 

·      Trying to figure out how we ended up with essentially the same average gross at both courses despite posting 
nearly twice as many birdies (45 to 25) at Lookout Mountain 

·      Also trying to figure out how Bo Montgomery was able to earn a Gross Skin with a birdie on the 18th at Lookout 
Mountain when we had a round there during 2018-19 Ringers in which there were 12 birdies on that hole, and another 
round where there were two eagles. 

·      Skins were hard to come by in general at Lookout, as there were just two gross and four net—the lowest combined 
total in 2020-21 

·      Kyle Mast pulled off the rare low gross/low net double (75/65) at Wickenburg and did so from the 2nd Flight 

·      Lisa McCartney’s Flight 4 win at Wickenburg was her second in the last three events, and her second straight in 
events she played 

·      Getting 46 players out to Wickenburg Ranch, which is 75-100+ miles away for many of us, is a testament to both the 
popularity of the league and the quality of that course 

 



Next Up—Boulders (North) 

If you haven’t yet contracted vertigo from all of the elevation changes over the last two weeks, maybe this week will 
get to you.  We will play at the Boulders North course.  The course provided a pretty stiff test on our last visit there in 
August of 2019, as the field averaged 95.6 that day. 

This one is an 8:00 shotgun start and will be played in the hottest weather we have seen this year, so please hydrate 
well before and during the round. 

  

The Boulders derives its name from, uhh…lots of boulders.  Watch out for ricochets. 

Summer Schedule Openings 

The balance of the Summer Series schedule is filling up quickly.  The chart below shows how many spots are available, 
currently filled and remaining open as of press time. 

 



If an event looks full and you are still interested in playing it, go ahead and sign up.  There are two good reasons to do 
so: 

·      We often have no-shows or early cancels, so you may step in as an alternate 

·      When interest is high early enough, we often have the opportunity to add more foursomes, as it looks like we will 
need to try to do at Flagstaff Ranch 

And, stay tuned for an announcement about a special competition for the three days in the Flagstaff area, July 9-11. 

Handy Links: 

New Golf Genius Portal 

SGL Schedule 

SGL Facebook Page 

Past Newsletters 

Video Library 

Sign Up for Events 

Check Signup Status 

Check Event Results 

SGL Logo Golf Shirts 

Post a Score to WHS (GHIN) 

https://www.golfgenius.com/pages/6683470235502154735
https://www.saturdaygolfleague.com/schedule.html
https://www.facebook.com/saturdaygolfleague
https://www.saturdaygolfleague.com/newsletters/newsletters.html
https://www.saturdaygolfleague.com/videos/library.html
https://www.saturdaygolfleague.com/sample_signup.html?aspxerrorpath=/newsite/signupForm.aspx
https://www.saturdaygolfleague.com/signup_status.html
https://www.saturdaygolfleague.com/sample_results.html
https://www.saturdaygolfleague.com/apparel.html
https://www.ghin.com/login

